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(L to R) Apeejay Stya University's VC Dr S K Salwan, Pro Chancellor Mr Aditya Berlia, Chief Guest Rt Hon Lord Swraj Paul and Chancellor Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia with a graduating
student at the first convocation on 18 April 2015

NEHAL RAJVANSHI & PUSHPITA DEY

Wearing graceful black robes, mortar
boards and a vibrant smile, students of
the first batch of Apeejay Stya University
received their degrees at the first
convocation ceremony held on 18 April
2015. The chief guest at the convocation,
Rt Hon Lord Swraj Paul of Marylebone,
along with Co-Founder and Chancellor of
ASU Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia, presented
degrees to 83 students – 47 graduates and
36 postgraduates – on this historic occasion.
Mrs Berlia declared open the
convocation after paying homage to her
father and founder-chancellor of the
university, Dr Stya Paul. A strong believer
of industry’s crucial role in providing
quality education and contributing to
nation-building, Dr Paul established ASU
in 2010 in the idyllic green surroundings of
Palwal-Sohna.
Dr Paul envisioned ASU as a seat of
global learning, blending the dual identities
of technology and research, guided through
a liberal arts approach. Students of ASU
learn for life and help transform society in
a positive way. The first convocation was a
culmination of this dream.
The other dignitaries at the first
convocation ceremony included Pro
Chancellor Mr Aditya Berlia, Vice
Chancellor of ASU Dr S K Salwan, Deans of
various schools and senior officials of ASU.
Everyone could feel the excitement and
delight of the first convocation ceremony.
Students arrived hours before the ceremony
to ready themselves for the big day. Several
were seen clicking selfies before settling
down for the solemn occasion.

Recalling his brother’s passion and
from Ps 9 to 16
Read
perseverance for excellence in education, Lord Paul said: “My late brother, delivered the vote of thanks.
Students from the School of Journalism
Dr Stya Paul struggled towards imparting
education as a service and his legacy is be- and Mass Communication (SJMC) covered
ing carried forward by Mrs Sushma Berlia. this major event extensively. A live streaming
I am happy to witness this moment. It is of the entire occasion was provided on the
a moment of immense pleasure to see my University’s online radio station, Styavani,
niece working towards providing quality and on YouTube.
The journalism students were on
education in India.”
As part of the wonderful tradition at their toes throughout, recording each
Apeejay, green certificates were presented moment through their lenses and senses.
to all the guests on stage. After declaring the ‘#ASUConvo2015’ became the trend on
convocation ceremony open, Mrs Berlia, in Twitter and Facebook for all ASUites.
A ‘Memory Box’ was set up by the
her presidential address, urged the students
to keep human values at the core of all their SJMC team wherein the degree holders, their
endeavours. She declared: “It is my pride parents and faculty members, shared their
and honour to see the first batch graduate. ‘Moment of Joy’ on camera. This innovative
idea ensured that the grace
Armed with value-based education, ethics
and happiness of the
and infinite dreams, I hope that you soar
occasion is etched in
high in your lives.”
Armed
everyone's memories.
A total of 39 gold, silver and
with valuebronze medals were also awarded
based education,
to the graduating students for
ethics
and infinite
their
outstanding
academic
dreams, I hope that
performances. To conclude the
ceremony, Mrs Berlia administered
you soar high in
an oath of ethical conduct to all the
your lives
students.
Air of glory, fulfilment and
achievement filled the auditorium as these
students beamed with happiness, holding
the degree in their hands.
Lord Paul emphasised on the role
of education in the development of an
individual and also how women need to
be empowered to empower society. The
Chancellor presented a memento as a token
of gratitude and respect to him.
Mr Aditya Berlia, ASU Pro Chancellor,
Related stories and pictures on Ps 2-3

Founder Chancellor Dr Stya Paul said the pursuit of excellence is a never-ending
quest. It is not a disgrace if dreams remain unfulfilled, but it is, if we have no
dreams to dream.
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Rt Hon Lord Swraj Paul arrives at the
Chancellor Mrs Sushma Paul
convocation venue
Berlia pays homage to founder of ASU Dr Stya Paul
Rt Hon Lord Swraj Paul addresses students at
the convocation

‘We Came Late, but Full
of Dreams’

‘Bring Back India into the
World Ranking’

(Excerpts from ASU Chancellor Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia’s speech)

(Excerpts from Rt Hon Lord Swraj Paul’s speech)

istinguished guests and dignitaries, at the start I would like to quote
sage Patanjali. He said that when you are inspired by some great
purpose, some extraordinary project or your thoughts break their
bonds, your mind transcends limitations, your consciousness expands in
every direction and you find yourself in a new great and wonderful world
where dormant forces, faculties and talents become alive and you discover
yourself to be a greater person by far than you ever dreamt yourself to be.
Perhaps, this in a way reflects so beautifully the vision and mission
which has inspired our founder chairman and towards which we all have
been working since 2010. Dr Stya Paul believed that one should start with
what is necessary, go on to do what is possible and soon one may find that
they are doing the impossible. This is how he approached all projects in
his life.
This university was a dream with him that was lying dormant for many
years. When he looked around him, he found that on one hand while India
was developing economically, it was still crying out for knowledgeable,
skilled people which the industry and the economy really needed. What
really disturbed him also was that while people were specialising and
focusing on degrees and careers and money, they were losing sight of their
roots and human values.
Dr Paul wanted to be sure that when our university was inaugurated, it
came up with the correct legal framework and acceptable degrees and could
enjoy the kind of autonomy that allowed us to deliver the kind of education
that we dreamt of. So, although we came a little late, we came full of dreams.

ducation is a cause dear to my heart and it was very close to
my late brother’s heart too. I am honoured and delighted to
address the first convocation of ASU. Dr Stya Paul was a staunch
believer of education transforming society for the better. We learnt from
him the fundamental importance of a disciplined life. From a small town
in Jullandhar I went to MIT. My brother was delighted. MIT shaped my
future. I saw first-hand the benefit of working with various nationalities.
I have been involved with higher education since 1992. At the
University of Wolverhampton, internationalism is a core theme.
As chancellor, my role gives me the experience of the impact of
quality education.
Education forms the basis of robust democratic society. Education
should be a fundamental right. Your generation is responsible for
the recent political changes. India is one of the finest democracies.
We also have to get out of this thinking that only government has to
deliver. The world is watching India. For your sake and others, make a
good India.
Even in Europe and America, there are many girls who don’t have
access to education. Though all over the world I notice the girls are
brighter. I am not wanting to hurt the boys but I am a supporter of girls.
Use your education to make a difference. Bring back India into the
world rankings. You are the innovators and shapers of the future. And
learn to enjoy what you do. Be proud of your university and this country.
And as Gandhi said, be the change you wish to see in the world.
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A commemorative photograph of the first graduating batch of ASU

ASU Chancellor Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia addresses students

Delighted students with their proud parents at the convocation

‘Attitude & Behaviour Will Always Succeed in the Long Term’
(Excerpts from Pro Chancellor Mr Aditya Berlia's speech)

see the amazing graduates in front of me, and knowing all the remarkable
achievements you have already done, all I can think of is success.
As a first graduating batch you set the tone for every single student
who will go through ASU in the future. You are our ambassadors. You are the
ones who will make the name of ASU shine. Do amazing things not only for your
families but your country and the world.
I want you to thank your parents. I too want to thank all the parents for trusting
us. I really hope we have been able to deliver.
It is important to know your strengths and face the world with a degree of
confidence. Please, find your own journey. Don’t feel that you have to follow other
people. You can be your person. Never underestimate value of luck. Consider
yourself fortunate with all the opportunities you have.
Never trade long-term happiness for short-term. Find your strengths and work
on them. Critical introspection is important, know yourself and your insecurities.
Fail often and take pride in your failures.
Also, please remember, attitude and behaviour will always succeed than
skills in the long-term. Keep learning, the degree you hold today says that you
are certified to learn. Learning is a lifelong quest. And, please learn fast.

ASU Pro Chancellor Mr Aditya Berlia encouraged graduating students to do amazing things for their
families and their country
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Pulitzer Authors Honoured by ASU
Apeejay Stya University Chancellor
Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia threw a
grand dinner to honour two Pulitzer
awardees – Adam Johnson and
Gilbert A King – at the India Habitat
Centre, New Delhi, on 20 January
2015.
In 2013, Mr Johnson, an associate
professor of English at the Stanford
University, was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize for fiction for his novel 'The
Orphan Master's Son' while Mr King

Mr Johnson and Mr King
were in India to attend the Jaipur
Literature Festival. They also
attended a function at the Apeejay
School Sheikh Sarai and interacted
with school children.
At the dinner, both the authors
said they were excited to be in
India for the first time. Mr Johnson
gave a brief radio interview to Ms
Malvika Kaul, Associate Professor at
the School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, ASU. In his class,

School of Education

he inspires students at Stanford to
become good reporters, screenplay
writers and poets.
Mr King said he was in love
with India and its diverse culture.
Mrs Berlia said her father, late
Dr Stya Paul, was an avid reader
and staunch supporter of socially
relevant literature. She was therefore
delighted to host the two wonderful
writers who have focused on issues
like totalitarianism and racial
injustice.

ASU News Network
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Activity Report

(5th from L) Dr Manoj K Sharma of the School
of Education with international students at
the Taj Mahal

HINDI COURSE STUDENTS
VISIT TAJ MAHAL

Pulitzer awardee Mr Gilbert King shares notes
with Mr Babul Supriyo, Union Minister of State for
Urban Development, while Mr Aditya Berlia, Pro
Chancellor, looks on
Ms Malvika Kaul from SJMC
interviews Pulitzer awardee Mr Adam Johnson
ASU Chancellor Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia
introduces Mr Adam Johnson to other guests

All pictures: ASU News Network

Eleven international students,
enrolled in the Elementary Hindi
course offered by the School of
Education, visited the glorious
monument in Agra, the Taj
Mahal, on 16 November 2014.
The students, from countries
like Ghana, Nigeria, Bangladesh,
Mauritius and Zambia, were
accompanied by their course
teacher Dr Manoj K Sharma. The
students had heard a lot about
the Taj Mahal and wanted to
see India's most photographed
tourist spot. Besides visiting
one of the world's most famous
monuments, the objective of
the trip was also to help the
international
students
gain
confidence in speaking in Hindi.
During their trip, they interacted
with local people in Hindi. The
students were delighted with the
experience which they said was
both rewarding and enriching.

won the Pulitzer for non-fiction for
'Devil in the Grove'. The book deals
with themes of propaganda, identity
and state power in North Korea. Mr
King has written about Supreme
Court history and the death penalty
for the New York Times and the
Washington Post.
Distinguished guests at the
dinner included Mr Babul Supriyo,
Union Minister of State for Urban
Development and Ms Maneka
Gandhi, Union Minister for Women
and Child Development.

INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF
TEACHER EDUCATORS

ASU News Network

Asia Leadership Trek in India
Vikram Thapar

ASU NEWS NETWORK

Apeejay Stya
University was
declared the Best
Private University
for 2015 by the
Centre for Education
Growth and Research
for outstanding
and exemplary
contribution to
Education

ASU News Network
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A three-week long Asia Leadership
Study Trek was organised by
students of Harvard, MIT and Tufts
Fletcher School, USA. The journey
started from Japan, followed by
South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia
and ended in India in the month of
January 2015. The Trek aimed at
exploring the political, economic,
corporate and social concerns across
these countries.
The Asia Leadership Trek Team
Workshop series was held at the
Apeejay School of Management,
Dwarka, on 19 January 2015. The
workshop was inaugurated by ASU
Pro Chancellor Mr. Aditya Berlia.
The team, consisting of students
from Harvard University and ASU
students, conducted five workshops
on topics like: Entrepreneurship in
Developing Countries; How to give
an impromptu speech; Leadership
and Identity; and Decision Making;
and Cross Cultural Communication.

The School of Education received
the institutional membership of
Indian Association of Teacher
Educators, the oldest professional
body in the field of teacher
education in India. The school
is already a member of All India
Association
of
Educational
Research.

FACULTY OUTREACH

ASU Pro Chancellor Mr. Aditya Berlia with the
delegates at the Asia Trek Team Workshop

The programme aims to provide
first-hand insights through an
experiential journey of a country
or region, in which participants
investigate
political,
economic,
industry, or societal issues.
The
programme
enables
students to engage with the
immediate and important challenges
faced by leaders in government,
business, and the non-profit sector.
The students later write and research
and jointly publish their experiences,
lessons learned and their insights
from the trek.

1. Dr
Ananda
Padhan
participated in a conference
on 'Quality Standards in
Education' with focus on
English language teaching,
organised by British Council
at New Delhi on 29 November
2014. The conference had
presentations
and
panel
discussion
sessions
by
dignitaries from NCERT,
NCTE and CBSE amongst
other institutions.
2. Dr Ananda Padhan conducted
a training session on 'Teaching
Profession
and
Teacher
Professionalism' in the faculty
development programme at
Sant Nirankari College, Sohna
on 10 January 2015.
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POWER TECH GIRLS

(L) Dr Yashwant Pathak from the University of
South Florida launched the Fusion Club and (R)
SJMC student Ms Jean Chikwama sings a Zambian
folk song at the inauguration of the club

Fusion, the international cultural
exchange club, was launched on 11
February 2015 at ASU campus. At
Fusion various international students
of the university will share about
their culture.
Dr S K Salwan and Dean
(Academics) Prof Joel Rodney,
were present at the launch that had
Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs at
the College of Pharmacy, University
of South Florida, Dr Yashwant
Pathak, as the special guest.
The club is an initiative of Mr
Prashant Sharma, a student of
Mechanical and Product Designing.

“I like to interact with people from
various cultural backgrounds, know
their roots, demography, tradition,
philosophy, etc.,” said Mr Sharma.
Students
representing
12
different countries were invited on
the stage by the anchors Mr Arka
Jyoti Sharma and Ms Halima Bello
from SJMC, to share something about
their country.
Ms Jean Chikwama from
SJMC
sang a Zambian folk song
that delighted the audience. Later
students from Bangladesh, Mongolia,
Kazhakistan, Nigeria,
Mauritius
walked the ramp dressed in traditional
outfits from their countires.

Fond Farewell to Seniors

Students from different countries
were appointed as ambassadors
of their countries. A student from
Bangladesh, Ms Kona Biswas, who
is now the Secretary of Fusion
club, ended the event with the vote
of thanks.
ASU has been home to students
from different countries. International
students are well integrated in ASU.
The care and attention they get from
faculty members and other students
helps them adjust to campus life soon.
Several foreign students also initiate
activities that help the local students
get a glimpse of the traditions and
culture of their home country.

ASU GOT TALENT
Pradarshi Paul

PUSHPITA DEY

On 23 April 2015, more than
350 students participated in
a workshop at the Apeejay
NOIDA School, Film City,
on Information Technology.
The workshop was organised
by Cisco, which is leading
a Global Mentoring Event
Initiative called “Girls Power
Tech”. Girls Power Tech
is an initiative to support
and complement the United
Nations' ‘Girls in ICT Day'.
It is focused on encouraging
girls and young women in
more than 50 countries, and
80 Cisco offices, to discover
opportunities opened by
careers in ICT. ASU forged
a partnership with Cisco to
promote participation of girls
in ICT in India.

Sushma Das

All pictures: Pradarshi Paul

Fusion Club Launched
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Participants of the ramp walk competition in a commemorative photograph

ARKA JYOTI SHARMA
Farewell party at the ASU campus lawns

ASU NEWS NETWORK

On 5 January 2015, all students who
would graduate in June 2015, were
given a grand farewell in the campus
lawns. The farewell was a surprise
and they were overwhelmed by the
arrangements made for them.
One of the many competitions
arranged for the outgoing students
included rapid fire round, where
they had to share intimate
details about themselves. Some

of them also sang on request,
and mimicked their teachers. At
the farewell, a grand feast was
savoured and students enjoyed a
night full of music and dancing led
by a DJ.
Ankit Pattnaik, an SJMC final
year masters student, said, “It
feels great to witness so much love
and respect for us from our juniors.
This was a surprise to all of us
and we hope that this tradition
continues.”

Panache, the cultural club of Apeejay
Stya University, organised an intracollege Talent Hunt on 23 February
2015. The event included various
activities like ramp walk, standup
comedy, singing and dancing
competitions.
Mr Arjun Chatterjee from School
of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Ms
Rupa Barua from SJMC were declared
the winners of the ramp walk.
The student singers infused
energy among the audience with
their electric performances. The
judges declared Mr Rishabh Mahajan
from Mechanical Engineering, the

winner. He performed an Arijit
Singh mix. Mr Mahadevan Iyer from
the School of Biosciences, was given
a special mention for his standup
comedy.
The last part of the competitions
were the vibrant dances, largely based
on popular Hindi cinema songs.
Ms Deoyani Bhardwaj, a
student of B.Design, won the
dancing
competition.
But
a
special mention was made for the
mesmerizing fusion performance
of Ms Sushma Das from SJMC's
Bachelors programme.
The Talent Hunt is counted as
one of the most memorable days
at ASU.
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Designing for Joy
JEAN CHIKWAMA &
ASHNAH OREE DEVINA

Minister of State for Culture and
Tourism
Dr
Mahesh
Sharma
inaugurated on 11 March 2015 the
Apeejay Svrán International Design
Week (11-15 March) at the Appejay
Institute of Design, Tughlakabad.
ASU
students,
accompanied
by Mr Dibyendu Tripathy, Coordinator, School of Design, actively
participated in the week-long event.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS GET AN IDEA
ABOUT THE RICH CULTURAL
AND ARTISTIC TRADITION
OF INDIA THROUGH SUCH
DEMONSTRATIONS
About 36 students from Willem
de Kooning Academy for Fine Arts
and Design, Rotterdam, Netherlands,
CODARTS,
Netherlands
and
Chengdu Textile College, China,
were special guests to the design
event. The event was co-hosted with
WDKA, Chengdu Textile College
and CODARTS.
Design Week demonstrated how
Indian craft techniques can be used in
Dutch and Chinese designs. Various
traditional embroidery techniques
like zardozi, chikankari, kutch mirror
work and applique were on display.
The venue also saw crafts people
demonstrating their skills in weaving,

Minister of State for Culture and Tourism
Dr Mahesh Sharma arrives to inaugurate the
International Design Week
Indian students share
notes with international students at the Design Week
ASU Pro Chancellor Mr Aditya Berlia at the panel
discussion that also included ASU Chancellor Mrs
Sushma Paul Berlia and other distinguished guests

costume jewellery, calligraphy and
garden furniture .
ASU Chancellor Mrs Sushma
Paul Berlia welcomed everyone to
the event. ASU Pro Chancellor Mr
Aditya Berlia led a panel discussion
that included Mr Saurabh Singh,
HOD Maruti-Suzuki Design Studio,
Ms Lipika Sud, founder Director
of Lipika Sud Interiors Pvt Ltd,
Ms Madhu Jain, renowned fashion
designer and Mr Kunal Ghate from
Forbes Marshall.
Mr Singh talked about the key
role in the designing of Esteem Facelift, Maruti Estilo. Ms Sud said during
the discussion: “You don’t need to be
a designer to maintain the fashion of
every day life”. She said “you are a

designer if whatever you wear makes
you look appealing”.
Ms Jain shared her experience of
being a designer for the last 25 years.
Mr Ghate shared how he turned a
designer after being an engineer.
Dutch students said they were
delighted to be in India and learn so
much about traditional crafts. They
were also impressed by the awesome
creativity of every artist.
Mr Shabir Dehqani, a craftsman
from Kashmir, was delighted to be
part of the Design Week. He said
papiermache was a popular craft of

Kashmir. He enthusiastically shared
with visitors the technique of making
papiermache products.
Sharing the aim of inviting so
many crafts people at the week-long
event, Mrs Berlia said the artists
play an important role in the event.
Internationa students get an idea
about the rich cultural and artistic
tradition of India through such
demonstrations.
Prof Reetu Betala, Dean, School of
Design and Visual Arts, ASU, thanked
everyone for participating in the event
and making it a success.

Cultural
High
at ASU
KURREEMAN RAZEENAH

On 14 March 2015, Apeejay Stya
University hosted a cultural show
and dinner party to welcome
students and teachers from Willem
de Kooning Academy for Fine
Arts and Design, Netherlands and
Chengdu Textile College, China.
ASU Pro Chancellor, Mr Aditya
Berlia and Apeejay Stya and Svrán
Group Management Board Member
Ms. Neha Berlia also attended
the event.
The foreign guests got a
glimpse of cultural diversity in
India through amazing dance
performances by SJMC students
Ms Pradarshi Paul, Ms Nehal
Rajvanshi and Ms Sushma Das. “I
love dancing and got the chance
to perform Bharatnatyam for the
first time at ASU. It was an amazing

(A) All the presenters of the cultural programme
in a commemorative photograph (L) The gala
dinner after the cultural show at ASU campus

All pictures: Swapnil Kumar

experience,” said Ms Paul. Mr
Siddharth Sudhakar, pursuing
Computer Science and Ms Jean
Chikwama from SJMC, along with
faculty member Mr Uma Shankar

Prasad (Mechanical Engineering)
sang a variety of melodious songs.
“I am delighted that our foreign
guests saw how yoga postures can
be fused with dance steps,” said Ms

Das from SJMC, who performed
a fusion of yoga and traditional
dance. Ms Jean's song in Zambian
language ‘Mama’, conveyed her
feelings about coming to India.“Our
university really focuses on bringing
out the best in its students.”
Ms Kashish Nigam from the
School of Biosciences thrilled the
audience with two Bollywood
dance numbers.
Before the start of cultural
extravaganza, the guests were
shown around the campus. They
also visited the design labs and
studio on campus. The evening
ended with a sumptous fivecourse meal.
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Techshield Dazzles, Tarang Thrills at Elaan
Fun, frolic and creativity marked
the three-day (25-27 March 2015)
inter-college ASU festival called
Elaan. Students from 18 educational
institutions across the National
Capital Region took part in the
festival that had nearly 1,000 entries
for various competitions.
The entire event was organised
and managed by ASU students in
consultation with Deputy Registrar

ASU News Network

Group Management Board Member
and Mr Atul Nasa, Deputy Drug
Controller, Delhi.
The fest started with a singing
competition,
wherein
lot
of
participation was seen from other
colleges. Dance competition, followed
by performances by student groups
and bands, enchanted everyone.
The icing on the cake was the
fashion show. Models dressed in
costumes created by students of
the School of Design thrilled the
spectators no end.

Rishi Raj

Vipul Goyel

MIND OVER MATTER
SAURAV ROY

Techshield,
Elaan’s
technical
festival, gets better with every
year. This year too it dazzled
many. The first event was Project
Display where students from ASU
and other universities showcased
their creations, which were both
impressive and useful.
Another event, Game On,
where students (playing in teams)
had to be part of a virtual game
world, gave an adrenaline high
to many.
The festival also had some
24-hour events like Bot Dash,
Sampoorna and App Cloud Deploy.
These events started in the morning
and continued till the next morning
when students presented their
ideas to the judges.
For these day-long events,

Vipul Goyel

Vipul Goyel

Rishi Raj

18 EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS ACROSS
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL
REGION TOOK PART IN THE
FESTIVAL THAT HAD NEARLY
1,000 ENTRIES

The final day of the festival
had Tarang dedicated to art and
culture and witnessed some thrilling
competitions in fashion, music,
dance, face painting , drawing and admaking. Encouraging literary talent
and drawing skills, competitions like
Twisted Creations and Sequence Art
were also introduced.
Tarang was inaugurated by Ms
Neha Berlia, Apeejay Stya and Svrán

(Academics) Lt Dr Mamta Sharma,
Dean of School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences Dr Anupama Diwan (Head,
Students Welfare) and three teachers
from the School of Engineering,
Dr Sonam Raheja (Head, Cultural
Affairs), Mr Parikshit Vasisht (Head
Techshield) and Ms Ekta Bayana.
While the first day of the event
focused on athletics and sports, the
second day inaugurated Techshield,
where students displayed their
prowess in robotics, coding, cloud
computing, circuit simulation and
operating drones.
Elaan is an opportunity for young
minds to understand and capitalise
on a vibrant and dynamic platform.
The event provides a rich exposure to
budding managers in real life problem
solving
through
participatory
initiatives and team work.

Vipul Goyel

APEEJAY NEWS NETWORK

Snapshots of the ASU festival Elaan that
engaged students from ASU and outside
in various competitions including
cartoon making, music, dance, fashion
and ad-making

All picture: ASU News Network

students and teachers had to stay
on campus.
Some enterprising teachers
and students put up food stalls that
offered mouth-watering stuff. The
stalls completed the festive look
of Elaan. It was heart-warming to
witness all the students competing
against each other, and also
exhibiting their highest potential.
The entire day was filled with
the cheerful faces of the students
and their oozing enthusiasm in
everything they were doing.
These events improved the
learning curve of the students as
they explored ideas and used their
creativity and combined them with
their technical skills to come up
with new ideas and products.
The School of Management
Sciences, in association with E-Cell
of ASU, organised an event called

(L) VC Dr S K Salwan
along with Chief Guest
Dr. Vinod Arora, Ex
VP of Ranbaxy Labs
ltd, examines the
various models made
by students during
Techshield (B) Students
ready their models for
the show

Investo B-Plan on the
second day of the fest.
The unique feature
about the event was that
it was an Investmentcum - Business Plan
Competition where the
business skills of the
participating students
were put to test.
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Pro Chancellor at FICCI Edu. Meet

Art for Girl Child

Apeejay Stya University ProChancellor Mr Aditya Berlia shared
his views at the FICCI Higher
Education Summit 2014 – ‘Higher
Education Vision 2030: Making it
Happen’ held from November 13 to
14, 2014, in New Delhi.
Mr
Berlia
spoke
on
deliberations on policy roadmap
and other topical issues in Higher
Education and various updates on
issues and implications pertinent to
the sector.
The summit was inaugurated
by Union Minister for Human
Resource Development Ms Smriti
Irani. Ms Irani said her ministry
would take necessary steps to
ensure higher education gives
due importance to research and
industry exchange of ideas and
collaborations.
The other panelists included
Dr Arvind Panigariya, Professor of
Economics, Columbia University

ASU News Network

APEEJAY NEWS NETWORK

(2nd from L) ASU Pro Chancellor Mr Aditya Berlia at the FICCI Higher Education Summit 2014. On his
left is Vice-Chairman of Niti Aayog of India Prof Arvind Panigariya

and NITI Aayog Vice-Chairman; Ms
Amita Sharma; Consultant-MHRD;
and Mr Anand Sudarshan, Director
Sylvant Advisor. The minister
talked about various new schemes
the government has planned for

Activity Report
APEEJAY NEWS NETWORK

School of Pharmaceutical Sciences
About
100
delegates
participated in the MDP from
various academic institutes and
reputed industries and companies.
Dr Mita Nandy, CDSCO, GOI,
inaugurated the event.
Ms. Bharti Khanna, Strategic,
Regulatory and Scientific Consultant
All pictures: ASU News Network

The School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences organised a one-day
MDP on 'Pharmacovigilance Risk
Management'
in
collaboration
with Amaranth Life Sciences on 22
November 2014.

higher education. Like the Unnat
Bharat Abhiyaan in which the IITs,
IIMs and central universities adopt
a village. These institutes will help
develop rural India for a better
tomorrow.

Techno-Managerial Skills workshop in progress

was the keynote speaker. Another
speaker was Mr Biswajit Kundu, a
pharmacovigilance
professional.
The objectives of the MDP were:
Evaluating and minimising risks
through RMPs, examining RMP as
per ICH, US and EMA requirements,
and how to write a risk management
plan and the link with PSURs.

ASU's Mr Abdul Salam Khan
(Faculty member, School of
Design) contributed to the Beti
Bachao Andolan by
painting
canvases on the occasion of the
International Women’s Day on 8
March 2015, at a street corner in
Jhansi, Uttar Pradesh. “I tried to
voice the feelings of ordinary poor
girls in India who also have dreams
but cannot fulfill them.” Mr Khan's
images portray yesteryear leaders
like Indira Gandhi and new icons
like Malala Yousafzai. He plans to
travel extensively to promote the
cause of girl child.

Rotaract's Social
Library in ASU
APEEJAY NEWS NETWORK

NATIONAL SEMINAR AT ASU
The School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences held a National Seminar
on
‘Techno-Managerial
Skills’
which highlighted recent trends
in
recruitment,
management,
opportunities and challenges that
students of pharmaceuticals can
face.

APEEJAY NEWS NETWORK

At the Apeejay Education
Society's alumni meet in
New Delhi, around 200
alumni from eight Apeejay
institutions gathered to
relive their memories. TV
host and actor Manish Paul,
an alumnus of Apeejay
Sheikh Sarai School, was
honoured at the meet. Said
Mr Manish Paul,“I was
always into dramatics and
to R) SJMC Dean Prof Pervaiz Alam, TV host Mr Manish Paul with his wife and
co-curricular activities in (L
ASU Chancellor Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia
school. I got rid of my stage
meets. But this is the first time that we've
fright in school.”
President Apeejay and Svrán Group Mrs invited a few select students from different
Sushma Paul Berlia said, “Usually, we have schools to join us for the alumni meet. We will
individual schools organising their alumni try and make this a regular feature.”

ASU News Network

MANISH PAUL AT ALUMNI MEET

VC Dr S K Salwan interacting with the members who
would be studying in the social library that has been
created by Rotaract members on campus

The Rotaract team of ASU organised
a book donation drive and collected
hundreds of books that are now placed
in the social library. This library is
meant for all under privileged people
who cannot afford to buy books and
need them for their school/college
education.
A panel discussion, ‘Speak For
Yourself’ was held at Goyal Plaza by
Rotaract. Himanshu Gupta, Instant
past District Rotaract Representative
hosted the event on behalf of Rotaract.
Some prominent women who
have strived to achieve equality for
women in India, participated in the
panel discussion.
The panelists were Ms Parul
Panchal, a famous personality in print
media, Dr. Mukul Singh, Deputy
Director of Directorate of Plant
Protection and Quarantine (ministry
of Agriculture), Ms Kusum Bhutani,
the Director of Institute of Special
Children and Ms Madhuri Parti, an
academic.
The discussion focussed
on
how the human values and morals
have been passed down to us by our
parents and how even in families, there
is a distinct divide in how we take our
mothers for granted, something that
rarely happens while interacting with
our father.
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We all love cinema. At ASU, cinema is also used as an instrument of
imparting knowledge, studying politics and society
SUYASH DAYAL

The magical charm of cinema has always
captivated and enraptured our minds
and hearts. Since its inception, cinema has
been a prime source for entertainment
and recreation. From the moment we start
watching a movie, we are transported to a
new world where our mind is at complete
ease, giving us the much needed respite
from our hectic and monotonous lives.
Research shows that cinema, in general,
serves as a great social activator. Everyone
sees movies and this becomes a common
factor and a starting point of some engaging
conversation. This is one of the reasons that
educational institutions and rehabilitation
centres started using cinema as a medium
for teaching children or helping adults to
come out of their shell.
Cinema is no more just a source of
entertainment. Nowadays, it has also
become a favoured instrument of imparting

knowledge. Many teachers use cinema
to stimulate young minds. In fact, movies
or documentaries are a better medium
for teaching as human beings retain more
information for a long time when they
visually see it.
As times progresses, the cinema
creators have become bolder and fearless
challenging the pre-existing customs and
traditions of the society and changing our
way of looking at the world and our lives.
A Core Course, entitled 'Cinema &
Politics: Reality in Reels' is offered every
year at ASU. The teachers use cinema as
a medium to explain complex themes
which have shaped the contemporary
world. The course thematically approaches
various themes such as nationalism, armed
resistance, gender and sexuality, inter-racial
relationships, etc.
Some of the films shown during
the course are: Farewell My Concubine,
Blood Diamond, Deewar

VISUAL MEDIUMS,
LIKE MOVIES OR
DOCUMENTARIES, ARE
BETTER FOR TEACHING AS
HUMAN BEINGS RETAIN MORE
INFORMATION FOR A LONGER
TIME WITH VISUALS
and Goodbye Lenin. Some of the films are
a visual spectacle leaving one breathless
and spellbound while others compel us to
explore new ideas and themes of politics
and social justice.
In class, students are encouraged to
raise questions at regular intervals and
deliberate during the screening of films.
In the subsequent classes, student groups
present their views and
situate the movies in their
historical contexts. Such
exercises not only enabled us
(contd. on p 10)

Film Week 2015
School
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communication, in association with
IAWRT (International Association of
Women in Radio and Television), organised
the third edition of Film Week in Apeejay
Stya University from 16 to 21 March 2015.
This time, the theme was ‘Courage, Protest
and Hope.’
Many award-winning films like Gulcin,
Chasni, One Cup Turkish Coffee were screened,
which focused on atrocities against women.
While other films like 5 Exchange Lane,
Final Solution and View from a Grain Sand

concentrated on barbarity subjected on
various human castes and creeds
in different parts of the world.
Prof. Ashok Ogra, Director of Apeejay Institute of Mass
Communication, Dwarka, inaugurated the Film Week. Every day,
besides enjoying various screenings, students also participated in
mini-quizzes that had attractive
gifts for the winners. The third
day of the film week witnessed a
well-structured grand quiz.
Mr Mohammed Ali Shah,
recently seen in Haider, who is also
(contd. on p 10)

Mr Mohammad
Ali Shah at
the SJMC Film
Week 2015 with
students

Anjush James

ARKA JYOTI SHARMA
& LAKSHMI NAMEIRAKPAM
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Road to Revolution
LAKSHMI NAMEIRAKPAM

During the 2015 Film Week
organised by SJMC, we were
shown Selma on campus. Directed
by Ava DuVernay and written
by Paul Webb, Selma drew
global attention for its brilliant
storytelling technique, showcasing
pieces of a unique revolutionary
movement led by Dr
Martin Luther King
Jr., in America.
It is 1964 and the
Black people's hope
grows larger when
King is awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize.
The
film
unfolds
interesting
events
in
history
that
eventually led to the
famous march on 25
March 1965 (a nonviolent march) from
Selma to Alabama,
Montgomery.
The
events shown in the
movie point towards one thing
– hatred against the Blacks was
very strong. The White people
were shown to be brutal, bullying,
humiliating the Black people
in Alabama.

The movie did not try to overdress the concept, neither did it
show Martin Luther King as a god.
The entire movie is made with
subtle beauty that it is hard to not
be absorbed in each scene. The
background of the sets is relevant
and each incident carries the plot
forward.
Selma reminded us that King
and alike people
are
capable
leaders
who
did not bow
down and quit
at the face of
adversities and
led their people
to freedom and
equal
rights.
It was also an
important part
of the movie
that got us to
see how much
this man had
sacrificed, been
misunderstood
and struggled to bring his people
closer to where they should be.
Selma made one think a lot
and gave us a realistic view of
King’s struggles, even after having
received the Nobel Prize.

Learning the Chinese Way
RISHABH FURTADO

The National University of Singapore
invited the students from Apeejay
College of Fine Arts, Apeejay
Institute of Management Technical
Campus, Jalandhar, Apeejay Institute
of Design, New Delhi, and Apeejay
Stya University, Sohna, to attend
their annual student exchange
programme at the Suzhou Research
Institute, China, under the banner
of Apeejay Education Society. About
29 students with faculty members
visited Suzhou, a sub-provincial city
close to Shanghai, for two weeks.
Under the theme of Chinese

Economics
and
Culture,
the
students got the chance to attend the
workshops based on urbanisation in
China, tapping into e-market places
and various other sessions on how
Chinese do their business.
The students visited some of
the leading companies of Asia, viz.
Suzhou Industrial Park’s elemental
areas, NCS Private Limited and Asus
Private Limited. They also visited
various historical places, including
marvels known throughout the world
such as Peal TV Tower, Shanghai’s
Art Museum, Suzhou’s Tiger Hill and
the Humble Administrator’s Garden
at Suzhou.

Students during their China trip

Cinema! Cinema!

Film Week 2015

damages their future relationships.
community
has
its
to understand events, developments Every
and issues in a new light, but also individuality, tastes and flaws but that
alone is not their identity. Establishing
critically analyse them.
However, cinema can be a double- an opinion based on certain aspects of
edged sword. While it has become the a community encourages racism and
platform to express and communicate other anti-social sentiments, which
our thoughts and emotions, it has also hinder the peace and prosperity of the
been a factor in corrupting the youth. world.
Films are remembered not
There is no denying that movies today
just for their story, direction, etc.
are more violent than ever before.
but
mostly
for
For instance, some
CINEMA CAN
their actors. Many
of the shooting incidents
BE A DOUBLEbecome role models.
at schools in the US were
They
are
more
apparently
influenced EDGED SWORD.
popular than real life
by violence shown in the
WHILE IT HAS BECOME heroes and get more
movies. Researchers have
recognition
than
found that children who THE PLATFORM
anyone else. But,
are exposed to violent TV TO EXPRESS AND
often than not,
shows are more prone to
COMMUNICATE OUR more
what they portray on
violence as they grow up.
the screen and their
Nowadays,
most THOUGHTS AND
behaviour in real
movies are made only for EMOTIONS, IT HAS
profit, which compels the ALSO BEEN A FACTOR life are contradictory
to each other. This
filmmakers to use explicit
often comes out
nudity and violence to IN CORRUPTING THE
as a shock to their
attract the audiences to YOUTH
young fans and is
the theatres.
Further, movies have also emotionally disturbing and creates
become a medium to establish false a conflict in mind. It throws them
notions. For example, prejudices like off-balance of their perception of the
Muslims are untrustworthy; dark- world and makes them question the
skinned people are evil by nature; or world that they live in.
We should see the films to enjoy
women are attracted to bad boys; are
embedded in the minds of the youth. and learn new things. It can be a great
Such falsehood not only affects the teacher, creative and compelling, and
lives of the young viewers, but also revealing several truths at a time.

All pictures: Pradarshi Paul

(continued from p 9)

(continued from p 9)

actor Naseeruddin Shah's nephew,
was chief guest on the third day. He
shared his struggles in becoming
an actor. After serving in the army
and working in the corporate world

Students guess the answers to the Film Week
Quiz
Ace photographer and documentary
filmmaker Mr Gurmeet Sapal at the Film Week

Mr Shah decided that his true
calling was acting. Mr Shah said
his aspirations were different from
the people who came to Mumbai to
become stars because a star creates
illusion but “an actor is more real”.
Last day proved to be a learning
session for the aspiring photographers. Mr Gurmeet Sapal, the director of Zindagi Abhi Baaki Hai, a documentary on cricketer Yuvraj Singh’s
fight with cancer, shared his secrets
of a flawless documentary. The
award-winning filmmaker shared
several photography techniques.
The film week proved to
be a great success and students
are eagerly waiting for the
fourth edition.
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Jaipur Literature Festival

All pictures: Pradarshi Paul

NEHAL RAJVANSHI

Encouraged by our teachers to explore
important events as journalists, some
of us at the School of Journalism and
Mass Communicaiton, went to the 8th
Jaipur Literature Festival (JLF). The
festival was organised from 21 to 25
January 2015 at the Diggi Palace in the
Pink City. The festival attracted some
distinguished authors – V S Naipaul,
Elizabeth Gilbert (of ‘Eat, Pray, Love’
fame), Kamila Shamsie, Christina
Lamb, Neel Mukherjee (Booker Prize
nominee) and Paul Theroux.
Nearly 2.5 lakh people visited the
festival this year. Diggi Palace was
vibrant enough to match the supremacy
of the legendary writers, poets,
politicians and journalists. Excitement
and passion for literature could be seen
everywhere. Visitors were seen flipping
through the schedule and discussing
which authors’ corner to visit. Many
hung around the book stalls, buying
books in bulk. In between, they also
savoured the delicacies of Rajasthan
and enjoyed the artistic décor of the
festival.
For SJMC students, JLF was
a grand treat. Ms Halima Bello, a
Nigerian student enrolled in the
Bachelors programme at SJMC, said
she was delighted to listen to so many
well-known authors under one roof.
Ms Pradarshi Paul and Mr Vipul Goyal,
both studying in SJMC's postgraduate

programme, were thrilled to capture
the various moods of the festival in their
cameras. “The colours of Rajasthan and
the traditional beauty on display at the
festival cannot escape a photographer’s
lens,” said Mr Goyal. And Ms Lakshmi
Nameirakpam and Ms Worchui
Mungvah, also from MJMC, got the
golden chance to interview Pulitzer
Prize winning author, Mr Gilbert King.
It was a great opportunity to learn,
assimilate and gain knowledge from
people from all walks of life.

Young and old
thronged the Jaipur
Literature Festival
to listen to their
favourite authors
and acquaint
themselves with the
most popular and
most critical issues in
literature
SJMC
student Mr Vipul
Goyal (L) savours the
excitement and joy of
the festival

‘Journalism is Like Digging Through Records’

Gilbert Anthony King is an
American author from New York
city who has written numerous
books. He is known best for his
narrative non-fiction, ‘Devil in the
Grove: Thurgood Marshall, The
Groveland Boys and The Dawn of
New America’, for which he won the
Pulitzer Award in the year 2013. He
has also written about US Supreme
Court history for the New York
Times and The Washington Post.
Ms Lakshmi Nameirakpam,
student of MJMC, had a chance
to meet the charming 53-year-old
writer with immense energy at
Jaipur Literature Festival 2015 in
January, along with MJMC student
Ms Worchui Mungvah.

Your Pulitzer winning book is
based on a historical fact. From a
narrative historian's perspective,
what is the best way to identify a
good story?
That's a really good question. I
write narrative non-fiction, so my
first instinct is I got to tell people
what really happened. Before I
write the book, I sit around with
my friends and tell them, “You
won't believe what happened
next! You won't believe what the
Sheriff does next! You'll never
guess what happened!” It is very
chilling! No one's told this story
before. And when you are telling
people what happens in the story,
it's kind of fascinating and that's
how I know what a real good story
it is. It blows your mind away!
Is journalism relevant to writing
non-fiction?
Absolutely! Because journalism is
like digging through records, you are
telling people what really happened.
What brought you to the
Literature Festival?
Ah! I got a really nice e-mail from

my good friend Mr Dalrymple
(William Dalrymple) who invited me
and you know I have never been to
India before and if anybody is asking
me to come to India, I am coming.
What advice would you give to
young aspiring writers?
The best tip I have is just get excited
about the story and don't try to get so
excited. I know what my limits are as
a writer. I am not a really good
linguist. I am not really great with
language. I listen to American writers
Alan and Kate (Novac) and Adam
Johnson and I am blown away by
how beautifully they write. I don't see
myself as a beautiful writer but I
know what my strengths are and I get
it out of the way and just let my story
develop and I really like my research.
So, I think the answer is to find out
what you are good at and what really
moves you and pursue those areas. If
you don't want to write about
farming, don't write about farming!
Find out the stuff that moves you.
You have been a photographer as
well. Do you like writing better or
photography?
Photography is easier. You can
finish the job and move on to the

ASU News Network

Excerpts from the interview:

Mr Gilbert Anthony King with SJMC students Ms
Lakshmi Nameirakpam and Ms Worchui Mungvah

next one. These books I write take
about five years, so that becomes
much more. It seems to suit me
better. I really like sneaking around
and finding things out, doing
detective work and digging into
things. I like writing better.
What has been your experience in
India?
I love it! I am heartbroken to be
leaving. It is beautiful!
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No One Can Resist the Magic of Surajkund
NEHAL RAJVANSHI
& ARKA JYOTI DUTTA

The 29th Surajkund International
Crafts Mela (1-15 February 2015)
in Faridabad was a glorious affair.
Organised by the Haryana Tourism
Corporation and Surajkund Mela
Authority, the fair showcased India’s
richness and diversity through a
myriad of handicrafts, artworks
and artforms. For SJMC students,
this visit was part of their field
assignment: on their return they
would write features, make
photo essays, radio stories
Visitors
and audio-visual kits.
The students were
thronged the
accompanied by their
teachers ‒ Dr A D
Chhattisgarh food
Gnanagurunathan,
stalls that offered
Ms
Mili
Aggarwal
and Ms Malvika Kaul.
a variety of
Students from the School

All pictures: Kulshreshta Sharma

delicacies

of Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Engineering also joined them.
Among the many eye-catching
products on display were the
countless textiles ‒ coruscating
drapes flowing and pretty dresses
hanging. Each trader had something
different to present to the customers.
The visitors were spoilt for choice
with the tremendous variety on
offer. Weavers and cloth merchants
came from Lucknow, Varanasi and
Amroha with their handloom fabrics.
Stalls from weavers of West
Bengal lured a lot of customers with
the splendid kantha embroidery
and batik prints. There were stalls
displaying fabric from Andhra

Pradesh, Tami Nadu and Telengana,
besides Bihar and Jammu and
Kashmir.
Chhattisgarh was the theme state
this year. A woman from Chhattisgarh
talked about the art form named
Godna, skin art or tattoing.
To
preserve this art form, the local
people started painting designs on
fabrics. Godna is done using natural
or vegetable colours. Another textile

retailer from Chhattisgarh talked
about the Kosa silk sarees which is
made using the silk directly from
the cocoon and the fabric is hand
painted. Most people were pulled
to different folk performances ‒
Panthi, Rawat Nacha Pandwani,
Chaitra, Kaksar, Saila and Soowa ‒
by Chhattisgarh dancers. Artists
from the state also mesmerised
visitors with the famous Bhartari and
Chandeni form of singing.

students were shortlisted for the
second round of interviews, and
more than 15 students got offer
letters on the spot.
The job fair opened not only
placement opportunities for the
final year students but also helped
junior batch students grab interning
opportunities (nearly 25) in some
companies.
Mr Digbojoy Shukla, Director,
Ennovent, moderated the session,
‘Why working in the start-ups is

a way to go’. The speakers of this
special entrepreneurial session
included CEOs, co-founders and
Directors of Dine out.co.in, Mr Vivek
Kapoor, Mr Sahil Jain, Mr Ankit
Mehrotra and Mr Nikhil Bakshi.
They inspired students by
sharing their wow factors for
working for a start-up, thereby
transformed the conventional riskfree attitude of job seekers into
more challenge-accepting, high
growth attitude.

Visitors thronged the
Chhattisgarh food stalls that
offered delicacies like khurma
and bafuari, a local sweet made
with lentils and mahuwa.
As the name suggests,
Surajkund
International
Crafts Mela offered crafts
from different countries.
There were also many
handicrafts from other parts
of the globe like Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan, Mongolia, Georgia
and many others. Though the fair was
overcrowded, the Haryana police did
a fair job in handling the surge of
people and also the safety of women.
An Australian visitor said, “I
have fallen in love with this festival.
I have living in India for the last two
years but did not know much about
Chhattisgarh but today Surajkund
fair gave me a rich knowledge of
its culture.”

ASU-TIE JOB FAIR
APEEJAY NEWS NETWORK

Apeejay
Stya
University,
in
collaboration with The Indus
Entrepreneurs
(TIE)
organised
a job fair at the Apeejay School,
Sheikh Sarai, on 21 February 2015.
The event was coordinated by the
Corporate Resource Centre team
of ASU.
Over 125 students participated
in the fair that had nearly 20
companies from the Telecom, IT
and Consulancy sector. Over 50

ASU News Network

Several students were given offer letters and
many were shortlisted at the ASU-TIE Job Fair
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Swapnil Kumar

ASU-ECU Begin New Partnership

Apeejay Stya University partnered
with Australia’s Edith Cowan
University (ECU) for an exchange
programme. A total of 15 journalism
students came from Australia and
lived on campus for four days starting
30 March 2015.
Established in 1991, ECU is an
Australian public university located
in Perth, western Australia. It was
named after the first woman to be
elected to an Australian Parliament,
Edith Cowan. ECU has nearly 23,000
students at undergraduate and
postgraduate level, and close to 4,000
are foreign students.
On the first day of the programme,
the students introduced each other
and the guests talked about their first
impressions about India.
On the second day, SJMC and
ECU students were divided into

Vipul Goyel

RUPA BARUA

ASU and ECU students exchange ideas during a
presentation
Students in Old Delhi
SJMC Dean
Prof Pervaiz Alam addresses students during the
exchange programme

groups and each group made a
presentation on a chosen subject.
Each group chose one faculty member
as their mentor for the joint reporting
project they planned.
The Australian students were
also given a tour of the capital city of
India, New Delhi. They were taken

Swapnil Kumar

to old Delhi. Students enjoyed the
heritage sites and the bazaars of old
Delhi. They also ate delicious food at
the famous Karim’s restaurant in old
Delhi's Chandni Chowk.
The exchange programme is a first
step towards exploring how to make
learning an enriching experience.

RYLA Report

VISIT TO PARLIAMENT
A group of students from ASU visited
the Indian Parliament on 7 April
2015. This was an educational trip
as part of the Liberal Arts Course
'India's Travails to Nationhood'
taught by Dr A D Gnanagurunathan.
First, an audio visual tour of the
Parliament Museum, and then a visit
to the Parliament Library, and finally
a grand tour of the the Lok Sabha,
Rajya Sabha and the Central Hall.
Following the tour, a briefing about the
parliamentary system, functioning,
various committees, etc., was given to
the students. And, of course, a mouthwatering lunch with chicken fries and
aaloo palak at the Parliament canteen.

Later, the Australian students
also visited the Taj Mahal in Agra. For
SJMC students, this was a wonderful
experience where they not only met
students from a different culture
but also went out on field trips and
were trained in videography and
photography.

ASU News Network

Apeejay Stya University students
attended ‘Rotary Youth Leadership
Awards’ which were held from
19 to 21 December 2014 at O.P
Jindal University. The students
witnessed various sessions which
included address by Chief Guest Mr
Rajesh Aggarwal on ‘Developing
Personality’, Career counselling
and skill set development where
dignitaries and guest speakers
addressed the gathering.
The
cultural
events,
like
performance by Rock Band Mannat,
DJ Night, Fashion Show and street
play by some schools were enjoyed
by the students a lot. Apeejay Stya
University’s team were the winners
in basketball, volleyball, table tennis
and badminton matches.
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ASU's Green Brigade Dear Media, Northeast

People are also Indians

PRADARSHI PAUL

The Apeejay Stya University campus
is a green haven, rich in flora and
fauna. Students can feel they are in
the lap of nature. However, behind
this extra source of fresh air and
healthy campus there are certain
people without whom it would have
not been such a lovely place.
The ASU maalis (gardners) are
the architects of this vast verdant
landscape. Their dedication and
love for plants make our university
look so beautiful. They spend almost
the whole day in the campus doing
several works that make the campus
look more attractive. Mr Anil Kumar,
one of the gardeners says, “Humlog
8 baje aa jate hain.Main maze se kaam
karta hoon kyunki mujhe ped podho se
pyaar hai. Aur sabhi yahan pe bahut
acche hain.Yeh mera dusra ghar hai.”(We
come at 8.00 am. I enjoy working here
because my love for gardening is
fulfilled here. I am passionate about

plants. The university authorities as
well as the students are extremely
friendly. It’s like my second home.)
The happiness of being a gardener
is reflected in his eyes. Mr Rajendra,
another gardener, says, “Kaam karke
maza milta hai. Kabhi kabhi mushkil ho
jaati hai itni dhoop mein lagatar kaam
karna, lekin phir bhi hum kar lete hain.”(I
enjoy my work. Although,at times we
get tired because of the heat still we
manage and do our work). “Zyada log
nahi hain. Dikkat ho jati hain, log zyada ho
jayenge toh accha hoga.” (There are less
gardeners, only seven of us are here
and we have to do a lot of work. If we
get more men we can work better.
We all are very much thankful to
the gardeners that they try provide us
an eco-friendly campus. Environment
pollution is one the biggest threats
now and so these gardeners play a
very important role in our campus to
keep this problem at bay.
Thanks to them we breathe fresh
and easy.

DAUGHTERS ARE PRICELESS
RINI PAUL CHOUDHURY

“I’ am a proud father of a beautiful
daughter, beautiful in her own
ways,” says a father. “I’ am proud
of my womb which cocooned you
for nine months, the pain was worth
the happiness,” says a mother. And
I consider these words to be the
greatest of all the divine compliments
on earth.

IN SOME PARTS OF THE
WORLD, DAUGHTERS
ARE STILL CURSED AND
CONSIDERED A BURDEN
ON EARTH
The doctor said, “It’s a babygirl”. Their happiness knew no
bounds. Her little fingers touched
papa’s cheeks and he smiled, her
little feet touched the ground and
mom’s heart skipped a beat. Her

cackles were music to their ears,
she became the apple of their eyes.
Such is the essence of a daughter, a
priceless gift wrapped in serenity.
The journey began from a
baby-girl to womanhood, life is not
always a road of roses for her. Sexual
harassment, eve teasing, molestation,
creepy-stares, rapes, kidnapping,
threats, all comes in her path towards
survival. And she survives.
In some parts of the world,
daughters are still cursed, they are
considered a burden on earth, they
are devoid of love, care, education
and above all Respect.
The disturbing darkest part is
that they are commodified and sold
as a source of earning, sometimes as
a labourer and sometimes as a seller
of her own body. Her cries remain
unheard and her tears unseen.
Daughters are a boon. Educate
her, and she will be the educator of

generations. Love her and she will be
there for you even when she is a wife
of another man, a maker of another
home. Respect her and the world
will respect you.
Many parents, like mine, have
concerns for their daughters. Girls
are a big responsibility, they think.
Hurdles came in and went away like

witnessed an ethnic clash between
Bodos and Muslims. Again it was
hardly reported.
In the 2012 Guwahati molestation
case, a teenage girl was allegedly
molested by a crowd of 30 men. She
tried to rescue herself from the mob,
but was dragged in twice by the
mob. The incident created outrage
in the state, but how many sitting
in Delhi, Lucknow, Mumbai or

WHY IS NORTHEAST
NEGLECTED? 80% OF
THE TOP DECISIONMAKERS
IN INDIAN MEDIA HAVE
NEVER BEEN TO NORTHEAST
Wikipedia Commons

(L and A) It's hard work to keep the ASU campus green, but the gardners are
not complaining. In fact they love their work

How often do we read, listen to or
watch news from the Northeast
region? Rarely does the national
media focus on Arunachal Pradesh,
Assam,
Manipur,
Meghalaya,
Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and
Tripura. All these states are poorly
reported in the mainstream media
though they contribute no less to the
glory of India.
The tallest rice plant is from
Nagaland,
the hottest chilly is
from Meghalaya and the bustling
women's market of Manipur are
national treasures. So is Baichung
Bhutia, highest goal scorer for Indian
football and Mary Kom, the Olympic
medal winner.
Do you know that most of the
Northeast state capitals do not have
connecting trains? And most of
Northeast continues to buy basic
grains and food as modernisation of
agriculture has still not taken place.
How many mediapersons know
that the seven states have very few
colleges and not many hospitals.
Why is Northeast neglected?
80% of the top decisionmakers in
Indian media have never been to
Northeast. They don’t feel the pulse
of the people here.
In December 2014, a violent
attack took place in Chirang,
Sonitpur and Kokrajhar districts of
Assam. The National Democratic
Front of Bodoland killed around 165
unarmed tribal people, including 21
women and 18 children. But most
of the media either did not cover the
report as national news or covered it
only for a day as a stray incident.
Earlier in July 2014, Assam
Wikipedia Commons
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Chennai even came to know about
this case? National news somehow
means news from north India and a
bit from south India. It is no wonder
that many people from the northeast
feel alienated towards India and the
idea of nationhood.
the passing wind, but I regained
the same strength again. Stood up
firmly and moved on. The world
couldn’t shake the wall of trust
which my parents built around me.
Today my father is proud
because I give him happiness of both
a daughter and a son and my mother
places me in front of those who
cursed her womb for carrying a girl
child. Her silent lips, numb eyes now
have a reason to smile and dazzle.
The world will be a better place to live
in when all mothers will say, “One
day my son will be like my daughter”
rather than “I want my daughter to be
like my son.”
Diamonds
are
precious,
but daughters are priceless. Life
changes, from the first tiny steps to
the longlisting independent ones,
from the shelter of mother’s care
to the colours of the open sky. The
journey of a daughter has just begun,
and there are miles to unfold before
I sleep.
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Activity Report

Kulshrestha Sharma

Our trip to the World Book Fair at Pragati Maidan
on 20 February 2015 made us fall in love with
books again. We got to browse through tons of
books from different countries, bought a few and
also attended some interesting book launches.
And we got to meet some well-known film
personalities like Javed Akhtar and Mahesh Bhatt.
The trip to Book Fair was part of our field
assignment that every journalism student had to
undertake. SJMC faculty member Assistant Professor Ms Mili Agarwal accompanied the students to
the fair.
Pragati Maidan is a fairly accessible venue.
The halls are barrier-free, with ramps, making
movement from one hall to another hassle-free.
The venue appeared plastered with massive book
covers and publicity material – each publisher
was vying for the visitor’s attention.
The theme for 2015 Book Fair, organised
by the National Book of Trust, was Emergeing
Voices from Northeast India, focussing on the
literature and writers from Arunachal Pradesh,
Nagaland, Manipur, Tripura, Assam, Meghalaya
and Mizoram. The Guest of Honour Country
was Singapore while the Focus Country was
Korea. Books were available in Mandarin, Malay,
English and Tamil at the Singapore stall which
had a separate theme: Diverse Cultures, Distinct
Literature. This country also showcased graphic
novels and several children’s books.
At the book launch of ‘Spice Story’ by Colleen
and Hugh Gantzer, a small quiz was conducted,

ASU News Network

PUSHPITA DEY & AMEYA SALPEKAR

Kulshrestha Sharma

Savouring Diverse & Distinct Literature

SJMC student Ms Nehal Rajvanshi looks on while writer couple Colleen and Hugh Gantzer sign their book 'Spice Story'
Noted poet Mr Javed Akhtar signs an autograph for SJMC student Ms Pushpita Dey
Bestsellers on display at the Book Fair

where two SJMC students, Ms Nehal Rajvanshi
and Ms Halima Bello, won two books signed by
the authors.The Anglo Indian couple shared that
their new book was a compilation of their travel
articles over the years.
Film director Mr Mahesh Bhatt arrived at
the author’s corner to launch the book based on

the script he wrote for Vidya Balan and Imraan
Hashmi starrer Hamari Adhuri Kahani.
What sold most at the fair? Biographies
and autobiographies – Dreams from My Father: A
Story of Race and Inheritance by Barack Obama,
Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson and I am Malala by
Malala Yousafzai.

School of Journalism and Mass Communication
ASU News Network

Swapnil Kumar

ASU News Network

3rd edition of ASU Express launched by Mr
Pradeep Gupta, Chairman of Cyber Media
(India) Ltd., South Asia’s leading specialty
media house on 18 December 2014

Dean Academics at ASU, Prof
Joel M Rodney, took a class
with students of University
of Central Florida, Nicholson
School of Communication, on
17 April 2015

Dr Ramamurthy Sreedhar,
Professor Emeritus at SJMC,
presented a paper at the 24th
annual AMIC conference in Dubai
(10-13 June, 2015). The topic of the
conference was Communicating in
e-Asia: Values, Technologies and
Challenges
Veteran sports journalist Norris
Pritam at a workshop in ASU

ASU News Network

ASU News Network

SJMC's Winter Lunch on
5 December 2014 had
Fulbright scholar Dr Saeed
Nikku (2nd from R) as
chief guest

SJMC gave a fond farewell to the
final year MA students on 14
May 2015

Swapnil Kumar
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Talking About Sexual Assault

SJMC students discuss the different aspects of the problem of sexual assault for the project

PUSHPITA DEY

Anger and outrage was expressed
by millions after the gang rape of a
paramedical student in December
2012 in India’s capital Delhi. The
brutal act appeared to shake people
of their apathy and complacency
towards the issue of sexual
violence in Delhi and outside. Soon
after, rape laws were amended to
ensure speedy justice in cases of
sexual violence.
Despite the public outrage and
amendments to the rape laws, cases
of sexual assault and violence have

THE CITY POLICE HAVE
ALSO BECOME MORE
RESPONSIVE AND ALERT.
THIS JANUARY IT LAUNCHED
HIMMAT (COURAGE IN
HINDI), A MOBILE-PHONE
BASED APPLICATION FOR
THE SAFETY OF WOMEN IN
NEW DELHI
not abated. In 2013, according to
the National Crime Record Bureau,
1,636 cases of sexual violence were
reported. With more and more cases
of rape and sexual assault being
reported by the media, the noise that
Delhi is “rape capital of India” is
getting louder.
Is sexual violence on the rise
in Delhi? Why is Delhi considered
an unsafe city for women and girls?
How can the problem be addressed
and what more can be done?
At ASU, we convened a

forum of students and experts for
a discussion of this issue. Some
of the points highlighted in the
discussion were:
A positive development in
recent years has been that more
women and girls are reporting about
sexual violence. Girls’ families are
also more supportive and have
overcome their fears of ostracism
and stigma.
The city police have also
become more responsive and alert.
This January it launched Himmat
(courage in Hindi), a mobilephone based application for the
safety of women in New Delhi. The
application is for working women
who travel alone at night.
While discussing the issues
around sexual assault, many miss
the crucial role men and boys
can play in preventing such acts.
Some schools and colleges in Delhi
have started conducting gender
sensitivity trainings. The workshops
focus on issues of gender equality,
the need to respect and value women
and how to collectively make public
spaces safe for all. However, such
initiatives are few and far between.
Ms Pamela Philipose, a women’s
rights activist and columnist with
the newspaper The Indian Express,
says that proper infrastructure, like
street lights and safe housing, are
necessary to create an environment
of security. Women and small
girls living in slums are even more
vulnerable when they go out to
relieve themselves.
To view full article, visit http://
centric.cos.ucf.edu/

ABOUT THIS PROJECT
Journalism students at University of Central Florida's Nicholson School of
Communication and Apeejay Stya University's School of Journalism and Mass
Communication in Gurgaon, India, joined forces to spotlight a heinous crime that
afflicts both American and Indian society: sexual assault. Under the direction and
collaboration of their faculty, Mr Rick Brunson at UCF and Prof Pervaiz Alam and
Ms Malvika Kaul at ASU, the students produced a multimedia, multinational story
package Only Yes Means Yes http://centric.cos.ucf.edu/ that aired on Appejay
Stya’s campus radio station and was published on the Nicholson School’s Centric
magazine website http://centric.cos.ucf.edu/. We produce here excerpts of the
joint story project from the magazine website.

Students of Nicholson School of Communication, University of Central Florida, who were part of the joint
project with Apeejay Stya University's School of Journalism and Mass Communication

TORI WALKER

PRESIDENT BARACK
OBAMA LAUNCHED HIS
“IT’S ON US” CAMPAIGN LAST
FALL – TO RAISE AWARENESS
FOR AN ISSUE THAT IS A
WORLDWIDE CRISIS

Three words an estimated one in five
college-age women have said at least
once in their lifetime. Three words
that leave some victims paralyzed in
silence. But the time has come to give
a voice to the voiceless.
This is why President Barack
Obama launched his “It’s On Us”
campaign last fall – to raise awareness
for an issue that is a worldwide crisis.
As part of the initiative, the Obama
administration has informed every

In America, about 22 million
women have been raped, according
to statistics reported by USA Today.
At Florida universities, rape cases can

college and university that receives
federal funding about their legal
obligations to prevent and respond to
sexual assault. The administration also
created a rape-prevention task force to
work with colleges and universities
and help them develop best practices
for preventing and responding to
sexual assault.
As part of this effort, the
University of Central Florida’s
Counselling
and
Psychological
Services
department
held
a
presentation for students on 5
March titled, “Only Yes Means Yes
for Sex.”
Not one student attended.
And that’s part of the problem.
Students are largely tuned out of this
issue; one that could be affecting the
student next to them in class, their
roommate or even themselves in the
future. It is impacting students all over
the world.

be tough to prosecute because many
times alcohol is involved, police say,
or victims withdraw their complaints.
“The most common scenarios we
see involve people who know each
other and alcohol,” stated Courtney
Gilmartin, public information officer
for UCF police.
But police say they treat rape
cases seriously and throw all
their resources at them, including
assigning
several
officers
to
investigate, DNA testing clothing
and other evidence.
Christine Mouton, chief advocate
of Victim Services at UCF, says
ultimately awareness and prevention
of rape is the responsibility of
everyone in the UCF community, not
just the police. “We all need to police
each other in our behavior,” said
Mouton.
To view full article, visit http://
centric.cos.ucf.edu/

Nicholason School of Communication
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Nicholason School of Communication
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Activity Report
CLIMATE REALITY
LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
Dr Vineet Sharma and Dr Atul
Kathait, faculty members of School
of Biosciences, were among the 500
candidates selected for training in
Climate Reality Leadership Corps
in New Delhi from 22 to 24 February
2015. They joined a global network
of leaders committed to taking on
the climate crisis and solving what
is by far the greatest challenge of our
time. The Climate Reality Leadership
Corps is an initiative of Mr Al Gore,
Nobel laureate and former US
Vice President.

PAPER PRESENTED

Ms Nikku Yadav from SBS
presented a paper on 'Prevalence
of complications among diabetic
patients in rural area of Palwal
district Haryana: An intensive
cross-sectional
study',
at
the
2nd
International
Conference
on
Interdisciplinary
Research
in
Engineering,
Management,
Pharmacy and Science, from 19 to 22
February 2015, at the Sagar Institute
of Research and Technology, Bhopal.

DATA SHARING CONFERENCE
Nineteen
SBS
undergraduate
and
postgraduate
students
attended SciDataCon14, international
conference on data sharing for global
sustainability, at the JNU Convention
Centre from 2 to 5 November 2014.
Papers were presented as posters
jointly created by students and
faculty members.

LECTURE IN NORWAY

Dr Asha Chandola-Saklani of SBS
was invited by the School of Life
Sciences and Health Sciences,
University College of Aalesund,
Aalesund University, Norway. She
addressed the students and staff
highlighting ASU and focussed on
‘Data driven Science vs Policies in the
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School of Biosciences
context of Universal Salt Iodisation
and GMOs’. An agreement was
signed between SBS, ASU and SLS,
University of Aalesund, Norway, for
collaborative research and student/
faculty exchange in the areas of
Biotechnology,
Biosciences
and
Biomedical science.

HEALTHCARE SYMPOSIUM

‘Linkages for Development of
Population-specific
Healthcare
Databases’ symposium was organised
with
SBS's Dr Atul Kathait as
convenor. The symposium comprised
a panel discussion followed by
a workshop. Participants were
from multidisciplinary areas ‒
translational research, clinical data
management, medical administration,
bioinformatics and data science
practice. Highlight was the lead
student discussants from Apeejay Stya
University. UG students Ms Sakshi
Saxena and Ms Vanshika Singh coordinated the workshop with group
presentations by Mr Rishabh Mahajan,
Mr Lovnish Thakur, Mr D Sairam, Dr
Subhash Diyundi, Mr Mahadevan B
Iyer and Ms Ruchika Yadav.

Participants at the National InterUniversity Competition on Water
Resources Management organised by
TERI University
Dr Atul Kathait and
Dr Vineet Sharma at the Climate Reality
SBS students and
Leadership event
faculty at the Data Sharing for Global
Sustainability meet in JNU

HEALTH DATA SYSTEM

‘Healthsciences Data System’, a
Joint Initiative of Apeejay Group,
Medanta,
MAX
Healthcare,
Himalayan Instt Med Sciences, SRHU
Jolly Grant Uttarakhand and Parul
Group Vadodara, was launched by Dr
VM Katoch, Secretary Health, Govt
of India, at the Convention Centre,
JNU, on 5 November 2015. The HDS
will provide a joint platform for data
development and customisation,
rendering it amenable to Data-based
Management System with a view to
provide indigenous Guidelines and
better Clinical Practices and impetus
to clinical science.

ACHIEVEMENTS
SBS

team,

comprising

Faculty

All pictures: ASU News Network

members Dr Vineet Sharma and Dr
Atul Kathait and UG students (Ms
Sakshi Saxena, Mr Mahadevan B
Iyer, Mr Debarun Nag) qualified
for the finals, out of 100,000 entries
in the National Inter-University
Competition on Water Resources
Management organised by TERI
University, Delhi.
The team
proposed a novel cost-effective, ecofriendly and recyclable prototype
of water filtration unit for water
purification, initially developed
during core course Integrative
Technologies
for
Sustainable
Development (taught by Dr Sharma

and Dr Kathait). Currently, on
board with experts from industry
and academia, they are working
on an actual functional prototype to
be industry-ready at the end of the
competition.
SBS students Ms Azka Nasreen
and Ms Vanshika Singh were
selected for Stya Paul fellowship for
year 2014-15.
SBS student Ms Singh was also
selected as Climate Counsellor
under a collaborative programme
of United Nations and International
Centre for Culture and Education.

Workshop on Business of Cold Chain Processes
APEEJAY NEWS NETWORK

Students and faculty members of
the School of Biosciences (SBS),
ASU, participated in a two-day
programme on business of cold
chain processes on 9-10 April 2015.
The programme was funded by
India Cold Chain Expo, a subsidiary
company of the National Centre for
Cold Chain Development, Ministry
of
Agriculture,
Government
of India. Prof Kamlesh Asotra,
Dean of Research and Economic
Development at ASU, inaugurated
the workshop on 9 April on campus.
This
workshop
informed
participants about entrepreneurial
opportunities for long-term storage
and ripening of fruits such as
apples, bananas, papayas and
oranges. ICCE representative Mr
Dipankar Sur elaborated on the intrend fruit ripening and storage

ASU News Network

SBS faculty members and students in a commemorative photograph after the India Cold Chain Expo meet

practices in India. ICCE team also
enlightened the students about the
financial assistance available for new
entrepreneurs from the government.

SBS student Mr Mahadevan B. Iyer
won the quiz-based competition
(bold Golden Banana Award) at
the workshop. On 10 April, ICCE

also arranged a visit to the fruit
storage and ripening facility using
Controlled Atmosphere (CA) in
district Palwal, where the faculty
members and students learned
about the technical aspects of the
construction and working of the CA
storage facilities in India.
ASU was awarded a certificate
of appreciation by ICCE for active
participation in the programme.
The certificate was received by
Vice Chancellor of ASU Dr Pankaj
Gupta. Faculty members Dr Vineet
Sharma and Dr Subhash Diyundi
coordinated the programme for
ASU while Dr Biswarup Basu and
Dr Shubhbrata Kar gave away the
certificates of participation to the
attendees. Mr Thyagarajan and
Mr Hari Prasad from Corporate
Resource Centre of ASU made
all arrangements for the visitors
and participants.
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STARS OF ASU

PUSHPITA DEY

SAURAV ROY

Pushpita
Dey,
second
year student of SJMC, was
appointed the Mozilla Firefox
Ambassador in January 2015.
“The first question they asked
me was why I was interested
in a field that generally attracts
engineers,” she said. She
replied, “Being a journalist, I
should know something about
internet world also. Moreover,
after becoming an ambassador,
I came to know, much more
about web browsers.” What
does she like about this role?
“It’s really great to take lessons
via video conferencing.”

Saurav Roy, third year student of
ECE, created the Wireless Hand
Gesture Robot as part of a project at
the Rawal Institute of Technology.
He showcased this project
specifically for the defense section
after which he was awarded the
first position.
He elaborated,
“There were 15 more teams from
other universities and each one
of them had groovy projects. So
it was thrilling to win against all
of them. During the competition
I got the contingency to interact
with many students there which
allowed me to visualise ideas for
any future projects.”

BJMC 2nd year

ECE 3rd year

Apeejay
Stya
University’s
Basketball team was ranked second
at the Inter-University Sports
Tournament organised by the GD
Goenka University in November
2014. ASU team defeated several
tops teams, including the hosts, to

reach the second spot. Their victory
was a proud moment not only for
Mr Mahesh Sharma, coach, and Dr
Saurabh Dahiya, Sports Director,
but all sport loving faculty and
students in ASU. The team is
hopeful to win many more matches.

Going Gaga Over Radio

Come 13 January 2015 and students
of ASU celebrated Lohri, the festival
that welcomes the harvest season
in India. International students
on campus also enjoyed the Lohri
bonfire.

interviews of some political leaders ‒
MoS, Home Affairs Mr. Kiren Rijiju,
former MoS, Home Affairs Mr. RPN
Singh, BJP spokesperson Mr. Sambit
Patra, Congress spokesperson, P.C.
Chacko, Biju Janta Dal spokesperson
Mr.Baijayant “Jay” Panda. As part
of the Radio Production Course,
some excellent programmes 'The
Aspirations of Indian Youth', 'No
energy left? It could be Anaemia'
and ‘Band Baja Aur Beemari’ were
also aired.

SJMC student Ms Worchui Mungvah with MoS,
Home Affairs, Mr Kiren Rijiju
SJMC student Ms
Rini P Chaudhury with former Minister of State for
SJMC student Mr
Home Affairs Mr R P N Singh
Ankit Pattnaik with Biju Janta Dal spokesperson
Mr Baijayant 'Jay' Panda

All Pictures: Kulshrestha Sharma

The festival of Holi was celebrated
with great zeal and enthusiasm on
ASU campus on 4 March 2015 by
all students and faculty members of
the university.

The School of Journalism and Mass
Communication celebrated Radio
Week 2015 from 1 to 7 June. The
unique part of this annual feature
was that the Radio Week was
celebrated on its online radio station
Styavani (http://university.apeejay.edu/
styavani). The Radio Week broadcast
some of SJMC’s brand new features,
documentaries,
interviews
and
programmes produced by students.
SJMC
broadcast
a
radio
documentary 'Only Yes means Yes for
Sex' in collaboration with students of
Nicholson School of Communication,
University of Central Florida. As a
part of international student exchange
programme, the students of two
institutes set out in their respective
regions to investigate sexual assaults
on campuses and the capital. 'Only
Yes means Yes for Sex' interviewed
top experts, academics and students
in the National Capital Region of
Delhi and Florida, USA. It took nearly
three months in production.
Radio Week also broadcasts

All pictures: ASU News Network
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GLORY OF EDUTAINMENT
The third edition of the
Edutainment Show 2015 was
attended by more than 100
colleges, had 130 speakers and
20,000 students. Students
explored career options in the
field of Media, Communication
& Design Education. SJMC
students attended the show along
with their faculty members on 2
May 2015.

SJMC students with Assistant Professor Ms Mili Agarwal (3rd from L) at the Edutainment Show 2015
show
SJMC student Mr Khalil Auzarmi with seasoned journalist Mr Rajdeep Sardesai

Film Director Mr Subshah Ghai addresses students at the
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Higher,
Faster,
Better

ANKIT PATTANAIK

Activity Report
A peer-reviewed and refereed bi-annual journal,
Apeejay Business Review, was published
jointly by the School of Management Sciences,
Apeejay Stya University and Apeejay School of
Management, Dwarka.
ABR publishes original research papers
on all the functional areas of management to
augment body of knowledge as also to influence
managerial practices, holistic policymaking,
strategy formulation and raise the level of public

All pictures: Swapnil Kumar

Apeejay Stya University celebrated the first
phase of Elaan 2015 with the annual sports
meet on 26 March 2015.
Enthusiasm,
competitive
and
sportsman spirit encompassed the minds of
one and all. Games like football, basketball
and volleyball, as expected, were keenly
followed. There was also a significant
participation of students in athletics. Girls
participated enthusiastically; mostly in
100m race, 3-legged race, discus throw, shot
put throw and long jump.
The events were well organised
and coordinated, thanks largely to the
volunteers, who sweated the whole day in
getting the events run smoothly. The day
started at 10 am, with all the participants
assembling at the ASU ground for a march.
The sports meet was declared ‘open’ by Dr
S K Salwan. All the events were coordinated
by Dr Saurabh Dahiya, Director of Sports
and Dr Mahesh Sharma, Sports Officer.
Referees for all the games were invited
from University of Delhi, Jawaharlal Nehru
University and Northern Railways. The
felicitation ceremony for the winners was
arranged on 28 March – the 3rd day of the
annual festival Elaan.

Sports Day saw several nail-biting matches
like the one between G D Goenka University
and ASU students. & Girl athletes
were not far behind and put up fantastic
performances on the Sports Day

School of Management Sciences
discourse on contemporary issues in business and
management.
The journal aims at strategic decisionmakers.
Dr Srirang Jha from Apeejay School of Management
and Associate Professor Mr Deepak Halan from
SMS are the editors of this journal.
Mr Halan and Dr Varuna Tyagi from SMS
published a paper titled ‘Understanding Consumer
Psychology via Social Media’ Vol. 13, No.1 & 2,
January-December 2014, Apeejay Business Review.

Mr Halan also published a paper titled, ‘Mom
and Pops versus in Proceedings of 6th National
Conference on Contemporary Management &
Research titled as “Advancement in Management
Theory & Practices”. Dr Ranjana Gujrati, Dr Varuna
Tyagi and Mr Rohan Thapar published a paper
on ‘Employee engagement in India and China: A
comparative study in volume 7 issue 4 (October,
2014), Pacific Business Review International ‒ an
International Refereed Journal.
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EDITORIAL
Apeejay Stya University is now five years old.
Its first convocation
on 18 April 2015 was
a dream come true ‒ a
culmination of its founder Dr Stya
Paul's vision to build a university that
would be a centre of excellence and a
beacon to the higher education movement in India.
At the convocation, Rt Hon
Lord Swraj Paul of Marylebone said
while recalling Dr Paul's passion for
excellence in education: “Dr. Stya
Paul struggled towards imparting
education as a service and his legacy
is being carried forward by ASU
Chancellor Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia.”
ASU is today at the helm of
liberal arts education in India,
earning accolades for offering
innovative learning models. Its
students are shining not only in the
job market but also in international
and
national
competitions,
innovation fairs and in the world of
arts and social sciences.
The fourth edition of ASU
Express is an attempt to showcase

LEARNING FROM CINEMA
how ASU is growing as a centre of
learning, focussed on tapping every
student's potential to be creative
and successful.
Our cover story on the
convocation attempts to capture not
only the event but also the essence of
the university's founding principles.
This issue also launches Buzz, a
special section created by the students
of the School of Journalism and
Mass Communication. This section
features stories and photographs by
different ASU students. Buzz is the
beginning of a news movement led
by SJMC students.
First five years are crucial in
the development of a child and in
the growth of an institution. A firm
foundation ensures the flowering of
a dynamic future. ASU Express is
continously documenting this fabulous
growth. It is also recording the
milestones of this wonderful journey.
With hope that ASU will
continue to soar like a falcon to
new heights.
Malvika Kaul
Editor

Our Favourite,
Permanent Fantasy
SIDDHARTH SUDHAKAR

One of 2015’s biggest worldwide
release Jurassic World – the fourth
instalment in the Jurassic Park
series – is a perfect visual treat.
Based on Michael Crichton’s
books 'Jurassic Park and' The 'Lost
World', which are amazing novels
in themselves, the film is set 22
years after the events of Jurassic
Park in Isla Nublar. This makes the
movie somewhat distant from the
other Jurassic movies.
Jurassic World is now a theme
park, with various shows and
dinosaur tours. The way a viewer
is introduced to this fantasy world
is really thrilling, especially in
3D. The film cleverly builds on
the franchise, from real dinosaurs
(in Jurassic Park) now we have
several
genetically
modified
creatures being created in the lab.
In fact, the plot revolves around
a genetically modified dinosaur
that is “bigger, faster, louder and
better”. However, predictably, the
experiment backfires and instead
the dinosaur grows into a perfect
killing machine.
Jurassic World portrays how
humans strive to exert power
and control over nature using
technology blindly. It also shows
how humans seek to tame the wild
creatures in order to be the biggest
monsters on this planet.
For me, the movie also raised
questions about evolution, the
reason why nature is the way it is.
The film is a good lesson on how
nature takes care of the food chain
and how blind science tries to
disrupt this rhythm.
Why does the series continue
to be so popular? Although
they show very dated creatures,
probably the series appears close
to reality or the threat of what can
be reality. Probably we want this
fantasy to enter our reality?
With genetic engineering,

could we really hack into the code
of life and bring back dinosaurs
from extinction? We could build
on DNA fragments by filling in
DNA of other creatures to clone
dinosaurs. Dinosaurs existed 20565 million years ago (Jurassic and
Cretaceous period), meaning that
there would have been a small
window of opportunity to clone
dinosaurs somewhere in the
Cretaceous period (65+ million
years ago, before homo sapiens
even arrived on earth). But, if we
try to explore the possibility of
rebuilding from amber samples
that contained the DNA samples of
dinosaurs, it has been found to be
impossible due to contamination
by modern bacteria.

In 2006, scientists were able to
coax embryos of chicken to grow
teeth by reactivating latent genes.
But such severe mutations in the
genes could also put the animal
itself at risk.
So even if we do end up
synthesising mutated genes by
figuring out which genes can
be activated to produce more
dinosaur-like features, we will
still not be able to reconstruct the
dinosaurs that lived millions of
years ago on earth.
Yet, the movies give us hope,
that one day we may have a
dinosaur as a pet.
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